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Memoirs of a Tortoise
“This gentle, poignant, and humorous story
presents the themes of friendship, loss, and
appreciation of life’s moments . . . The story is
both heart-rending and uplifting as Oliver leads
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Where’d My Jo Go?
“A wide variety of formats and perspectives add
interest, with a fine sense of dramatic suspense
particularly evident in the nighttime scenes.
Humor, emotion, and great puppy-dog eyes.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Sleeping Bear Press titles are now available in eBook format.
Cover illustration by Deborah Melmon

Frontlist
Accompanying musical premiering
this fall at the Kennedy Center!

978-1-53411-114-1
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 10 x 10 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available
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Acoustic Rooster’s Barnyard Boogie
Starring Indigo Blume
Kwame Alexander, Tim Bowers
As Indigo Blume drifts off to sleep on the night before she is scheduled to sing
at the Garden City Community Festival, she isn’t sure she’s brave enough to
take the stage. But once she falls asleep, Indigo finds herself in a dreamworld
with the characters from her favorite children’s book, Acoustic Rooster and
His Barnyard Band. The band’s members, including Miss Dairy Parton and
Duck Ellington, are rehearsing, and they invite Indigo to join the group.
But when a storm destroys their barn, the animals are left with almost nothing.
Can Indigo rally the band to work together and save their home? And will she
find the confidence to sing in front of an audience?
This new offering from the creators of Acoustic Rooster and His Barnyard
Band is based on the musical by Kwame Alexander, Mary Rand Hess, and
Randy Preston premiering this fall at the Kennedy Center.

Kwame Alexander’s The Undefeated won the
Caldecott Medal, the Newbery Honor, and the
Coretta Scott King Illustrator Award. Don’t miss
the new Acoustic Rooster book, based on the
musical Acoustic Rooster’s Barnyard Boogie
Starring Indigo Blume, to be performed at the
Kennedy Center this fall.

Also by Kwame Alexander and Tim Bowers

Kwame Alexander is the New York Times-bestselling author of thirty-four books, including
his Newbery Medal–winning novel The Crossover and The Undefeated, winner of the Caldecott
Medal and Newbery Honor. He is the founding editor of Versify, which aims to change the
world, one word at a time.
Tim Bowers is a New York Times-bestselling artist whose work includes the bestselling
Memoirs of series. He lives in Mount Vernon, Ohio.

Acoustic Rooster and His Barnyard Band
978-1-58536-688-0 | $15.95
See page 40.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-062-5
July
Ages 6-10
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Also by Lindsey McDivitt

Truth and Honor: The President Ford Story
Lindsey McDivitt, Matt Faulkner
“I believe that truth is the glue that holds government together, not only our
Government, but civilization itself.”

Nature’s Friend:
The Gwen Frostic Story
978-1-58536-405-3 | $16.99
See page 69.

These strong, powerful words were delivered by Gerald R. Ford Jr. on the
occasion of being sworn in as the 38th President of the United States on
August 9, 1974. Ford was assuming the presidency during an extraordinary
and turbulent period in American history. President Richard Nixon had resigned
in disgrace. The country was divided over the war in Vietnam. Fears over an
economic depression were building.
The country needed a calming, stabilizing leader in whom the American people
could put their faith and trust. Ford was that leader. This inspirational biography
follows the life of President Gerald R. Ford Jr. from his early small-town roots
all the way to his place on the world’s political stage as the leader of the
United States.
• Includes a letter from the Ford family and a timeline.
Lindsey McDivitt is the author of Nature’s Friend: The Gwen Frostic Story. She lives in
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Matt Faulkner is an award-winning children’s book author and artist who has illustrated over
40 books. His titles include The Night Henry Ford Met Santa. He lives in Michigan.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-106-6
July
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 9 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Unicorn Yoga

Also by Gina Cascone and
Bryony Williams Sheppard

Gina Cascone and Bryony Williams Sheppard, Jennifer Sattler
The healing, restorative power of yoga has been known for centuries, and
more people than ever are active practitioners. Now even the youngest of
readers can learn this mind-and-body exercise, helping them set up a lifetime
of healthy habits.
Through clear, easy-to-follow instructions, a unicorn yogi, along with two
eager students, leads children through a basic class.
Kid-friendly back matter provides additional information on yoga, as well as
explanations of featured poses, encouraging readers to develop their own
daily practice.
• Back matter provides tips on mindfulness.

Around the World Right Now
978-1-58536-976-8 | $16.99
See page 56.

Mother-daughter writing team Gina Cascone and Bryony Williams Sheppard are the
authors of Around the World Right Now. They live in New Jersey.
Jennifer Sattler is the award-winning author and illustrator of numerous picture books,
including Bully and the Chick ’n’ Pug series. She lives in Saratoga Springs, New York.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-121-9
July
Ages Birth and Up
30 pages, 6 x 6 inches with Flocking
$7.99, Can. $9.99
Board Book
CTN: 20
• eBook available
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Also by Jennifer Sattler

One Red Sock
Jennifer Sattler
A little purple hippo faces a dilemma.

Jungle Gym
978-1-58536-390-2 | $7.99

See page 26.

While getting dressed one day, she realizes that she is missing a red sock.
But as she searches throughout her sock drawer, she cannot find a suitable
replacement. From blue to green and gray to white, nothing she finds will
match. But does that really matter?
A sweet lesson for little readers on letting go and embracing imperfection.
Jennifer Sattler’s board books include Dirty Birdies,
Jungle Gym, and Bundle Up. She lives in Saratoga
Springs, New York.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-096-0
July
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

A Girl Like You

Also by Frank Murphy and Kayla Harren

Frank Murphy and Carla Murphy, Kayla Harren
There are billions and
billions
and billions
of people in the world.
But you are the only YOU there is!
And the world needs a girl like you.
Society sends conflicting, confusing, and often stifling messages, many times
discouraging girls from speaking up and becoming their authentic selves.
A Girl Like You is a loving tribute celebrating all the wonderful ways to be a girl in
today’s world. Empowering messages encourage girls of all ages to stand up for
themselves and not be afraid to follow their dreams and passions. From the team
behind the bestselling A Boy Like You, this companion title offers an important
and timely message, reminding us that there is no one way to be a girl.

A Boy Like You
978-1-53411-046-5 | $16.99
See page 41.

• Includes an author’s note.
Frank Murphy’s children’s books include The Legend of the Teddy Bear. Carla Murphy is a
pediatric nurse whose work caring for girls over the years helped frame the messages in A Girl
Like You. They live in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
Kayla Harren’s children’s books include The Boy Who Grew a Forest: The True Story of Jadav
Payeng. She lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.
sleepingbearpress.com
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-067-0
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 11 x 9 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Raccoon’s Perfect Snowman
Katia Wish
Raccoon loves making snowmen. He practices rolling, stacking, and decorating
all winter long. He doesn’t overlook any detail and his snowmen are perfect.
When Raccoon invites his friends to build snowmen, he is certain they will
need his help. But following Raccoon’s directions isn’t easy. Poor Rabbit
can’t find the right snow (someone has used it all); Fox doesn’t have the right
tools (someone isn’t sharing them); and Mouse can’t decorate her snowman
(someone has taken the best items). And that someone is Raccoon. When
his friends have decided they have had enough, Raccoon realizes too late the
error of his ways.
But is it too late? Will his friends give Raccoon one more chance to work
together to build a totally different kind of perfect snowman? This ideal-forevery-time-of-the-year story celebrates the bonds of friendship.
Katia Wish is the winner of the 2011 Tomie dePaola Award from the Society of Children’s
Book Writers and Illustrators. She teaches illustration at Massachusetts College of Art and
Design, and her work has been exhibited in galleries throughout New England. Katia lives in
Brookline, Massachusetts.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-048-9
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Tails from the Animal Shelter

Also by Stephanie Shaw

Stephanie Shaw, Liza Woodruff
Did you know that more than six million pets arrive annually at community
animal shelters in the United States? Of that number over three million are
dogs. But it’s not just dogs and puppies that need homes. Shelters take in
cats, kittens, birds, reptiles, and even domestic farm animals. And there are
many reasons why these animals need to go to shelters. Some of the animals
are strays and some are lost; some are rescued from natural disasters or
from mistreatment. Some have been given up because their owners could no
longer care for them.
Using poetic back stories and informative text, Tails from the Animal Shelter
shines a spotlight on the good work of community animal shelters. Ten
different fictional animals, including a handicapped dog, a magician’s former
rabbit, and a potbellied pig, represent the millions of pets brought to shelters
every year. Whether it’s the Humane Society, a rescue service, or another
organization, these groups and their caring work remind us all of how a loving
home can change the life of a vulnerable animal.

Schnitzel: A Cautionary Tale
for Lazy Louts
978-1-58536-957-7 | $16.99
See page 52.

• Back matter includes tips and resources on how to adopt a pet.
Stephanie Shaw’s children’s books include Schnitzel: A Cautionary Tale for Lazy Louts.
She lives in McMinnville, Oregon.
Liza Woodruff has illustrated many books, including Emerson Barks. Her most recent book is
Once Upon a Winter Day, which she also wrote. She lives in Charlotte, Vermont.
sleepingbearpress.com
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-066-3

New Regional Series!

August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Also by Barbara Joosse and Renée Graef

Lulu & Rocky in Indianapolis
Barbara Joosse, Renée Graef
Lulu and her cousin Rocky are visiting Indianapolis! There are so many fun
things to see and do, like visiting the Dinosphere at the Children’s Museum,
exploring the curiosities of Central Canal, and, of course, going to see the
famous Indianapolis Motor Speedway.

Lulu & Rocky in Detroit
978-1-53411-018-2 | $16.99
Lulu & Rocky in Nashville
978-1-53411-065-6 | $16.99
See page 48 for more titles in this series.
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Written by Barbara Joosse and illustrated by Renée Graef, this fourth book
in the Our City Adventures series explores the city of Indianapolis, visiting
well-known sights like the Eiteljorg Museum and Monument Circle, as well as
unexpected gems.
Barbara Joosse has written 50 books for children, including Mama, Do You Love Me?,
Lovabye Dragon, and Sail Away Dragon. She lives in Port Washington, Wisconsin.
Renée Graef has illustrated more than 80 books for children, including books for HarperCollins’s
My First Little House series. She splits her time between Wisconsin and California.

Frontlist
978-1-53411-094-6
August
Ages Birth and Up
24 pages, 7 x 6 inches
$8.99, Can. $10.99
Board book
CTN: 20
• eBook available

The Twelve Birdies of Christmas

Also by Jennifer Sattler

Jennifer Sattler
ON the first day of Christmas
my true love gave to me . . .
a birdie in a
Santa Claus beard.
From the artist of Dirty Birdies and Bundle Up, the traditional carol is hilariously
brought to life. Twelve birdies count their way through the 12 days of the holiday.

Bundle Up
978-1-53411-002-1 | $7.99
See page26.

From “calling” birds using their cell phones to scuba-diving swans, this visual
reimagining of the song is great fun for the youngest readers. The full verses
of the traditional carol are included at the end, perfect for a family sing-along.
A colorful treat sure to be shared and enjoyed long after the holiday season.
• Includes song lyrics.
Jennifer Sattler is the award-winning author and illustrator of numerous picture books including
a new board book series (Dirty Birdies and Jungle Gym), as well as the Chick ’n’ Pug series.
She lives in Saratoga Springs, New York.

Dirty Birdies
978-1-58536-389-6 | $7.99
See page 26.
✎ “Count on this title and its companion for
some zippy, zany fun.” —Kirkus Reviews

sleepingbearpress.com
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Frontlist
HC: 978-1-53411-099-1
PB: 978-1-53411-100-4
August
Ages 4-6
32 pages, 6 x 9 inches
HC: $9.99, Can. $11.99
PB: $4.99, Can. $5.99
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Hardcover

Paperback

Other titles in this series

Tip and Tucker Paw Painters
Ann Ingalls and Sue Lowell Gallion, André Ceolin
Say hello to Tip and Tucker! These hamsters are best friends and like to stick
together. But while little Tip is sometimes nervous about new situations, Tucker
likes to explore and see new things. Everything changes when Mr. Lopez
purchases them from the pet store and takes them to his classroom.

Tip and Tucker Road Trip
PB: 978-1-53411-007-6 | $4.99
HC: 978-1-53411-006-9 | $9.99
Tip and Tucker Hide and Squeak!
PB: 978-1-53411-009-0 | $4.99
HC: 978-1-53411-008-3 | $9.99
See page 80.

In Paw Painters, the students in Mr. Lopez’s class are doing art projects, and
Tip and Tucker don’t want to be left out of the fun. But hamsters + paint = a
big mess!
In this new reader series written especially for the K-1 audience, Tip and
Tucker will help beginning readers explore new feelings and learn to navigate
classroom dynamics and relationships.
Ann Ingalls’s children’s books include Biggety Bat: Hot Diggety! Sue Lowell Gallion is the
author of Pug Meets Pig. They both live in Kansas City, Missouri.
André Ceolin also illustrated Hanukkah Hamster. He worked in advertising before turning to
children’s book illustration. He lives in Brazil.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-070-0
August
Ages 6-10
32 pages, 11 x 9 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Also by Robbyn Smith van Frankenhuyzen

H is for Honey Bee: A Beekeeping Alphabet
Robbyn Smith van Frankenhuyzen, Eileen Ryan Ewen
Though small in size at approximately 5/8 of an inch (15 mm), Apis mellifera,
otherwise known as the honey bee, is one of the most important insects on
the planet.
Due to their status as super pollinators, it is estimated that a third of the food
we eat each day can be attributed to bee activity. And the delicious honey
that our winged friends produce makes its way into numerous food, health,
and beauty products. This is one busy bee!

Adopted by an Owl:
The True Story of Jackson the Owl
978-1-58536-070-3 | $17.95
See page 72.

Also by Eileen Ryan Ewen

But the health and welfare of honey bees are in dire need of our attention
and help. Habitat loss, pesticides, and climate change are threatening bee
colonies around the world. Helping to better educate readers of all ages,
beekeeper and wildlife rehabilitator Robbyn Smith van Frankenhuyzen gives a
fascinating “inside-the-hive” peek into the world of the honey bee.
• Back matter includes tips on how to protect bees and their habitat.
Robbyn Smith van Frankenhuyzen has been keeping bees since 2012. She is the author of
the Hazel Ridge Farm series, illustrated by her husband, Gijsbert van Frankenhuyzen. She lives
in Bath, Michigan.
Eileen Ryan Ewen has illustrated several children’s books, including Miss Colfax’s Light and
Mr. McGinty’s Monarchs. She lives in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

Mr. McGinty’s Monarchs
978-1-58536-612-5 | $16.99
See page 56.
✎ “An appealing and appropriate addition
to the nature shelf in the preschool and
early elementary grades.” —Kirkus Reviews
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-032-8
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Also by Judy Young

Bobby Babinski’s Bathtub
Judy Young, Kevin M. Barry
“It’s bath time,” said Papa with a great big wide grin,
But Bobby Babinski refused to get in.
A Pet for Miss Wright
978-1-58536-509-8 | $15.95
See page 51.

Also by Kevin M. Barry

“It’s not that I think I don’t need a good scrub,
It’s just that I hate climbing into the tub.”
When little Bobby Babinski is reluctant to get into the tub at bath time, his
father gets to work to make the event more fun. Cutting a hole in the roof of
the house, Papa Babinski constructs a massive slippy slide for Bobby to use.
And while doing loopity-loops and glippety-glides is great fun, it’s still not
enough for Bobby. In order to satisfy his son’s ever-increasing whims, Papa
Babinski goes to extreme lengths, including adding a few aquatic critters.
Will Bobby ever be happy? Will he ever get clean? Comedic over-the-top
artwork brings to life every child’s dream of the perfect bath.

Kindergarrrten Bus
978-1-58536-398-8 | $16.99
See page 46.
✎ “With its over-the-top cartooning and abundance
of crowd-pleasing ‘arrr’ sounds, this clever comedy
may be powerful enough to defuse the worry of an
entire classroom of reluctant school-goers.”
—Publishers Weekly
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Judy Young is the award-winning author of numerous children’s books, including the Digger
and Daisy series. She lives near Preston, Idaho.
Kevin M. Barry’s children’s books include Ghost Cat and Kindergarrrten Bus. He lives near
Boston, Massachusetts.

Frontlist
978-1-53411-058-8
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

From the duo behind Lulu & Rocky
Our City Adventures Series
See page 48.

Everybody’s Tree
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Barbara Joosse, Renée Graef
Over the course of eighty years, a spruce tree grows, along with the little boy
who first selected it. As the tree grows from sapling to magnificent evergreen,
the child matures as well, becoming a father and then a grandfather.
Now at the end of its life, the glorious tree is chosen to be the centerpiece of
a city’s holiday celebration, and it journeys from rural countryside to big city
center. There everyone, young and old, comes together to celebrate a tree for
all: everybody’s tree.
I shine for you.
I shine for me.
I am Everybody’s Christmas Tree.
Barbara Joosse’s books for children include the Lulu & Rocky Our City Adventures series and
Mama, Do You Love Me? She lives in Port Washington, Wisconsin.
Renée Graef has illustrated more than 80 books for children, including books for HarperCollins’s
My First Little House series. She splits her time between Wisconsin and California.

sleepingbearpress.com
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-050-2
August
Ages 6-10
40 pages, 11 x 9 inches
$17.99, Can. $22.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Also by Virginia Loh-Hagan

T is for Thor: A Norse Mythology Alphabet
Virginia Loh-Hagan, Torstein Nordstrand
Otherworldly landscapes, thundering soundtracks, epic battles between
superhero gods and monsters—current movies and book series have turned
Norse mythology into popular commercial entertainment in recent years. But
there’s a lot more to this mythic universe than trickster Loki and the hammerwielding god of thunder.

Nian, The Chinese New Year Dragon
978-1-58536-413-8 | $16.99
See page 60, 76.

T is for Thor: A Norse Mythology Alphabet takes readers beyond the movie screen
and into the world of Scandinavian mythology, history, culture, and religion.
Author Virginia Loh-Hagan not only examines Thor, Odin, Heimdall, and the
famous Valkyries, she also explains and introduces other inhabitants of this
nine-realm universe. From learning about Ymir, the first frost giant, to
Yggdrasil, the world tree that holds everything together, mythology and fantasy
fans of all ages will enjoy this alphabetical exploration. Fantastical artwork
from Norwegian artist Torstein Nordstrand brings it all to vivid life.
• Back matter includes information on how Norse mythology has
influenced the modern world.
Dr. Virginia Loh-Hagan’s children’s books include Nian The Chinese New Year Dragon and
PoPo’s Lucky Chinese New Year. She lives in San Diego, California.
Torstein Nordstrand is a Norwegian illustrator and concept artist whose primary subjects
are fantasy, horror, and science fiction themes. He lives in Bergen, Norway.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-054-0
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 11 x 9 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Lions & Cheetahs & Rhinos OH MY!
Animal Artwork by Children in Sub-Saharan Africa
John Platt with Moira Rose Donohue,
Art by Students from the How to Draw a Lion Program
African wildlife comes alive through amazing paintings by young artists in
east Africa. Did you know that the stripes on a zebra run vertically on the
main part of its body while the stripes on its rump run sideways? Or that an
elephant can drink 50 gallons of water a day? Ten African animals, including
lions, zebras, giraffes, and elephants, are brought to life in colorful artwork,
accompanied by fun nature facts.
Each animal portrait is painted by a student from the How to Draw a Lion
program. Established in 2018 by New York artist John Platt, this nonprofit art
education program provides art classes for children in sub-Saharan Africa.
Students learn both about art and wildlife conservation. One hundred percent
of the authors’ royalties from the sale of this book will be donated to How to
Draw a Lion, which will continue to support these and future artists in east
Africa. Learn more at www.drawalion.com.
• Back matter includes a drawing lesson.
Artist John Platt has returned to the African continent every year since 2014 to teach art and
conservation. He lives and works in New York City. Moira Rose Donohue’s books include
National Geographic’s Little Kids First Big Book of the Rain Forest. She lives in Florida.

sleepingbearpress.com
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-052-6
August
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Sing Some More!
Deborah Diesen, Howard Gray
Before the sun even rises for the day, four spirited birds combine their vocal
talents in a day-long concert for their neighborhood. Whether their neighbors,
humankind and animal, are ready for it or not! Confident in their musical abilities
and united in their efforts, nothing dissuades these feathered choristers.

Also by Deborah Diesen

We perform our songs for others
And we hope they’ll sing along.
We have tunes for all occasions,
And our harmonies are strong.
These birds sing ballads, they sing anthems. They sing, and sing, and SING.
But by day’s end, even this quartet needs to take a rest. Until tomorrow . . .
A humorous and exuberant musical celebration, perfect for anyone who has
awakened to the sound of birdsong, welcome or otherwise.
• Includes a glossary of musical terms.

Catch A Kiss
978-1-58536-961-4 | $15.99
See page 42.
✎ “This twosome is a downright refreshing discovery.
A sweet mother-daughter idyll.” —Kirkus Reviews
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Deborah Diesen is the author of the popular Pout-Pout Fish series. She is also the author of
Pippa & Percival, Pancake & Poppy. She lives in Michigan.
Howard Gray illustrates both fiction and nonfiction children’s books. He lives in the
picturesque city of Durham, United Kingdom.

Frontlist
978-1-53411-055-7
August
Ages 4-8
40 pages, 9 x 11 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Letters from My Tooth Fairy
Brooke Hecker, Deborah Melmon
For many children, the loss of the first baby tooth is an exhilarating time. For
others, the trauma of the first “gap” is cause for mortification. And the journey
of losing those baby teeth is not a speedy one—it lasts for nearly six years!
In Letters from My Tooth Fairy, Natalie and her devoted tooth fairy exchange
letters, asking and answering questions about some of childhood’s most
important moments. From the loss of her first tooth at six to losing her last
two baby teeth as a confident twelve-year-old, Natalie’s early milestones,
including bad school pictures and best friend troubles, are told through this
loving epistolary relationship.

Also by Deborah Melmon

Readers of all ages—those still with baby teeth and those years beyond—will
cheer for Natalie as she experiences the highs and lows of this time of life.
Brooke Hecker works for a television network. This is her first book and it’s based on the
letters her daughters received from their Tooth Fairies. Brooke lives in New York City.
Deborah Melmon has illustrated over 50 children’s books, including Santa’s Secret.
She lives in Menlo Park, California.

Santa’s Secret
978-1-53411-038-0 | $16.99
See page 77.
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Frontlist
978-1-53411-012-0
September
Ages 0-4
32 pages, 10 x 10 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Also by Helen Foster James and Petra Brown

Welcome to the World
Helen Foster James, Petra Brown
When the Squirrels welcome a new arrival to their family, they are eager to share
the wonders of the world around them. There is so much to see and do.
Sweet, simple text and enchanting artwork take little readers along on Baby’s
busy day.

With Love, Grandma
978-1-58536-942-3 | $15.99
See page 55.
✎ “Should encourage dialogic reading
and discussion—and hugs.” —Kirkus Reviews

From playing peek-a-boo to making new friends to taking a bubble bath, there’s a
lot to enjoy and explore in this great big world. And family is there to share it all.
A tender new offering from the team behind the bestselling Loves You! series
Helen Foster James’s books include the recently released Auntie Loves You! She lives in
San Diego, California.
Petra Brown’s books include When the Wind Blew and With Love, Grandma. She lives in Wales,
United Kingdom.

Daddy Loves You!
978-1-53411-059-5 | $15.99
See page 55.
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978-1-53411-074-8
September
Ages 4-8
32 pages, 11 x 9 inches
$16.99, Can. $21.99
Jacketed Hardcover
CTN: 20
• eBook available

Letters from Space
Clayton Anderson, Susan Batori
Via chatty fact-filled letters, budding scientists and future astronauts travel
along on a mission in space.
Over the course of a five-month-long flight, retired astronaut and national
speaker Clayton Anderson gives a funny and fact-filled behind-the-scenes
peek at life in space.

Also by Clayton Anderson

Starting with a letter to his mother on flight day three and ending with
the mission’s conclusion on day 152, Anderson’s correspondence shares
experiences, details processes, and answers questions. Fun facts from why
pets aren’t allowed to how often to change one’s underwear bring the
personal side of space travel to life.
• Author's note and STEM-based space facts.
Clayton Anderson is the author of A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet, and he
spent 152 days aboard the International Space Station. He lives in League City, Texas.
Susan Batori lives in Budapest, Hungary. She worked in advertising before switching to a
career in children’s book illustration.

A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through
the Alphabet
978-1-58536-396-4 |$16.99
See page 27.
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